WHO WE ARE?
Shaurya Software is a technology company which has been catering to the needs of
educational institutions since it’s establishment in 1998. We are solely dedicated to
the pursuit of bringing an Automation System to schools which is second to none.
Modern software development requires knowledge of many platforms. We're no
strangers to the latest trends and emerging technologies across the major web.
Great design has been an integral part of everything we have done and will continue
to be so. We believe in an iterative process for design and strive for feedback and
validations every step of the way.
We’re all about client collaboration, preferring to work with you, rather than for you.
We are still only a small team but we really like it that way. It allows us to stay flexible,
easily respond to trends and offer the best customer support imaginable. Our clients
have direct contact with our team, allowing clear communication & regular project
updates.

CLOUD 9
MODULES

Cloud9 is a school management and administrative software developed principally to
cater to the needs of the educational sector. This software will help you systematize
the running of your schools and in turn increase efficiency. We have developed this
software after conducting in-depth research about the various systems opted by
schools and with a purpose to ease the stress behind their working. Our product is
very cost effective and easy to use.
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STUDENT INFORMATION & FEE MANAGEMENT
This application not only takes care of the school
revenue but also provides a robust student database
going through different processes of enquiries,
registrations, admissions, and transport usage.

PROGRESS & RESULT MANAGEMENT
Enjoy the utmost convenience of generating
report cards for different classes. This module
includes attendance, homework, timetable,
communication system.

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE
We offer a unique and integrated website designing
application which gives you the power not only to
change your website content on your own but also
eliminates the dependence on the website vendor.
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HR & PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
It gives comprehensive reports related to salary,
leave, increments, arrear, DA, PF & Form 16. It also
gives a dynamic formula builder to customise
salary structure as per school’s need.

ONLINE PAYMENT GATEWAY
Cloud9 is integrated with Online Payment
Gateway. Parents can pay the school fee online
through their dashboard. No more standing in
queues at school or banks for fee payment.

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
This module manages all data pertaining to
library stocks and procedures including record
of issues & return, fine collection, reservation of
books online and various report generations.

WHY
9
CLOUD ?
We focus on the uninspiring and time consuming aspects of education, leaving the school
management and the academic staff to concentrate on what they do the best-Imparting
Education !

CLOUD9 PROMISES
High performance in normal broadband
Stringent security and data privacy
Guaranteed availability (99 percent uptime)
Disaster recovery with data replication servers
Reduced need for IT staff

CUSTOMIZABLE SOLUTION
Although this is a cloud service, the software is configurable as per school’s individual requirements. You
will be able to maintain your school’s uniqueness by picking and choosing what process you would need.

AUTOMATIC UPDATES
We continuously invest in our solutions to ensure best practices. We enrich the software based on user
feedback and statutory changes. We ensure timely updates without disrupting the users.

ATTRACTIVE & SIMPLE DASHBOARDS
We have made it a top priority to ensure that all - admin, teacher and parent dashboards are easy to use.
We have tried and tested them numerous times to make sure they are user friendly. So, even the most
basic user will be able to run things in an uncomplicated manner.

DYNAMIC REPORTS WITH INTEGRATED SMS & EMAIL
Cloud9 offers a unique dynamic reporting tool which provides great flexibility to design and print endless
reports based on specific needs of users, management and auditors with “built-in excel export feature”
and direct connectivity with SMS and EMAIL gateways. These messages are also scheduled and triggered
on events like: instant fee acknowledgements, fee due reminders, new registration/admission welcome
messages, intimation to absentees, daily birthday wishes etc.

VALUE
PROPOSITION
TO ADMINISTRATION
Enhanced school branding as existing and prospective students,
parents and employees visit the school website regularly and get
frequent updates from school.
Control over finances with authentications and approvals.
No redundancy of work/data entry with centralised database system.
By using latest technologies like Payment Gateway, Integrated Website
and SMS make your school a Techno Savvy School.

TO PRINCIPAL
Get all the real-time information from various departments on mail from
data-driven MIS Report.
Get all the information on the parents’ grievances and redressal thereof.
Monitor the performance of students as well as teachers through exclusive
reports.
Birthday reminder for students and staff members.

TO TEACHERS

Control over resources and tools to ensure optimum utilisation.

More focus on efficient education delivery as mundane clerical
operations are taken care of by software.
Anywhere anytime access to student records and result entry makes
life easy.
Quick and effective communication with students and parents.
Easy access to various student’s performance analysis reports and
graphs.

TO PARENTS & STUDENTS
Keep parents updated on day-to-day activities happening at school.
Regular update on scholastic and co-curricular performance of their ward.
Access to circulars, homework and remarks from teachers.
Online fee payment relieves from standing in queues at school or banks for
fee payment.
Communicate with teachers and school management and place online
requests for address, transport or any other change.

CLOUD9
FEATURES

WEB BASED

There is no need to install any
kind of software on client machines.
Cloud9 can be accessed from
anywhere through Internet.

USER FRIENDLY

Just about anyone with working
knowledge of computers will be
able to handle Cloud9. The whole
software is based on
simplicity itself.

INDIA’S FIRST SCHOOL ERP SOLUTION
WITH A WEBSITE BUILDER
We have engineered a unique concept in the field of website
designing and hosting for schools. Cloud9 not only gives you the
power to change your website content in no time but also allows
you to build and design your website completely with zero

LIGHTNING FAST

We know that internet access isn’t
always blazing fast so we have made
our application as light as possible
hence your data will load
unbelievably fast, guaranteed!

SECURE AS FORT

Our servers are located at
Asia's biggest data centre. Plus,
our security hardening mechanism
protects your data like a sacred
treasure.

dependency upon a website vendor. Plus your website will be
hosted on our premium dedicated cloud server for optimal
performance, speed, reliability and uptime. This application has
been analysed and designed exclusively for schools.

MOBILE RESPONSIVE

Cloud9 has been developed
to work really well with mobile
phones and tablets. In addition it
is compatible across all modern
browsers.

SUPPORT AND BACKUP

We have a bunch of well experienced professionals in place just to
help you deal with your issues.
We’ll be at your beck and call
24/7.
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